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& SUSTAINABILITY

Any reference to the CoC certification refers to activities done in 
Legor Group SpA Headquarter. More information on CoC certification

related to Legor Group branches will follow shortly.



WHERE 
DO THE 
PRECIOUS 
METALS 
USED BY 
LEGOR 
GROUP
S.P.A. 
COME 
FROM

One of the founding principles of Legor is “care”: taking care of the world 

around us and the people who live in it. This is where sustainability 

comes into play. The path to prove ourselves responsible towards the new 

generations is accomplished with the choice of a sustainable approach 

towards the Planet and the People: small but well aligned steps, up to 

the RJC CoC (Chain of Custody) certification 

of February 2021. In this way Legor 

Group S.p.A. offers its customers 

the guarantee they need on 

the origin of precious 

metals and on 

their traceability 

throughout the 

production and 

supply chain. 

Legor’s 

choice is to 

go even further. 

Find out more on the 

next pages.



Legor guarantees the origin of the post-consumer material from which the precious 
metals used in Legor Group S.p.A. are obtained. Precious metals used by Legor 
Group S.p.A. arrive exclusively from recycling sources since they are obtained 
from processing waste of industrial components, jewelry/silverware, the recovery 
of galvanic solutions or from divestment. 

The materials may come from different countries, depending on availability, 
provided that the traceability is guaranteed as reported in the Code of Practices 
2019. 

The origin of precious metals involves several countries, mainly Europe, North 
America and South East Asia.

* information given by way of example and not exhaustive.

CoP: CODE OF PRACTISES 
The CoP, or Code of Practices, is one of the two certifications issued by the RJC, 
or the Responsible Jewellery Council, which establishes responsible practices for 
business ethics, human rights, the social sphere and environmental issues.

Legor, through its supplier selection practices, verifies that the metals they 
procure are exclusively recycled.

SUPPLY SOURCES

Electronics Jewelry Industry Banks Chemistry Mine



RJC: RESPONSIBLE JEWELLERY COUNCIL

The Responsible Jewellery Council is a non-profit 
organization founded in 2005 with the mission to promote 
responsible practices in the processing of precious metals 
and diamonds from an ethical, social and environmental 
point of view, respecting human rights, from extraction 
to sale. 

RJC is the entity that can issue CoP and CoC certifications

COC: CHAIN OF CUSTODY

CoC stands for Chain of Custody. Thanks to this 
certification, we are able to guarantee the integrity and 
check every single step from source to retail of the 
entire production chain.
Each link of this chain is critical to ensure that the metals 
are tracked and come only from certified sources.
The CoC standard defines the requirements for the 
creation of the chain of custody of precious metals from 
the mine to the final consumer, ensuring that the various 
stages from processing to marketing take place in a 
responsible manner.
Everyone in the CoC applies the standard principles and 
requirements, which are regularly verified by independent 
RJC-accredited audit firms.

Each step in the chain is traced through the Transfer 
Document (the document enclosed with the material 
that represents the connecting link that continues the 
chain).

Thanks to the CoC certification, we are able to 
trace every single step of precious metals within our 
production chain.

PROVENANCE CLAIM
In addition to the CoP and the CoC, starting September 2021, we 
have added a Provenance Claim, which is a statement certified 
by the RJC stating the following: 

All precious metals used by Legor Group S.p.A. are 100% RJC 
CoC compliant and 100% sourced from recycled sources (Au, Ag, 
Pt, Pd, Rh).
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Legor Group S.p.A.
products contain 
only & exclusively 

100% RJC CoC 
and 

100% recycled 
precious metals.


